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Omvang fonds

Waarde begin van de periode €115,128,846

Waarde eind van de periode €110,382,469

Eerste Kwartaal 2020

Rendement

% Kwartaal Jaar tot op 
heden

3-Jaars
Ann.

5-Jaars
Ann.

10-Jaars
Ann.

Fonds -0.2% -0.2% -0.5% -0.4% -0.1%

Benchmark -0.1% -0.1% -0.5% -0.4% 0.1%

Outlook

The European Commission’s monthly economic
sentiment indicator for the euro area fell by -8.2
points in March from 103.4 to 94.5. This is the
largest monthly decline since records began in
1985. However, the survey responses were
collected between 26 February-23 March, and for
many countries the vast majority of responses
were collected before lockdown measures began,
so further deterioration is still likely ahead of us.

The nature of economic damage current COVID-
19 contagion plans have had are unique
comparative to previous economic recession
scenarios. The ECB have reacted as many other
central banks have around the world to mitigate
the fallout, however, with the heightened
uncertainty and progress changing by the day,
confidence in any near-term outlook is insecure.

Investment Review
The Fund underperformed its benchmark over the quarter.

Market Overview

Global markets continue to show volatility as they assess the scale of potential
economic damage wrought by the COVID-19 containment measures. We see the
economy coming to a near standstill, but expect activity to ultimately return with
limited permanent economic damage, as long as authorities deliver an
overwhelming fiscal and monetary policy response to bridge businesses and
households through the shock. That is starting to happen. The pledged policy
response has been swift and we expect total fiscal stimulus to be similar in size to
that of the financial crisis, but in a shorter timeframe. We believe market volatility is
distracting from the sheer amount of promised stimulus, with more still to come.

On Wednesday, 18 March, the European Central Bank (ECB) announced an
additional €750 billion in Quantitative Easing (QE) at an emergency meeting of the
Governing Council. The Pandemic Emergency Purchase Programme (PEPP), will
include all asset categories eligible under the current asset purchase programme
and expand to include non-financial commercial paper of sufficient credit quality,
while Greek debt will receive a special waiver to become eligible. The programme
will be in place at least through the end of 2020, and will be terminated once the
Governing Council judges that the COVID-19 crisis is complete.

Following the announcement, ECB President Christine Lagarde took to Twitter to
further emphasise the ECB’s promise, stating that ‘extraordinary times require
extraordinary action. There are no limits to our commitment to the euro. We are
determined to use the full potential of our tools, within our mandate.’

This followed an announcement a week prior to increase Quantitative Easing by
€120bn through the end of 2020, allowing banks to run lower capital ratios and
announced a new long term refinancing operation which will support small and
medium-sized enterprises lending.

Despite multiple iterations of QE, markets still believe that the floor on interest rates
has not been hit with the market pricing in an additional 10 basis point cut by the
end of the year. At last week’s meeting 2020 growth was revised to 0.8%, 2021 to
1.3 % and 2022 to 1.4% and we expect these figures to be revised significantly
lower in June.

We continue to build liquidity in this heightened risk scenario, carrying over 26%
within overnight and 52% in weekly liquidity, with an increased allocation to
overnight time deposits and repo. We continue to selectively add short, highly rated
credits in the sub 1 month part of the curve and to add short governments and
SSA’s out to 3 months. The WAM’s and WAL’s on the fund have drifted lower as
our allocation to shorter dated paper has increased with a target now in the low to
mid 30’s.
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